In Literacy we will:
 Recap phase 2 phonics sounds and
actions s,a,t,i,p,n,c,k,d,g,o,r,e,u,h,m
 play listening games.




Autumn 2 Learning in Reception:
Seasons and Celebrations!

In PE we will:
 practise dressing and undressing by
ourselves.
 learn how to safely use PE equipment.


practise writing our names using
cursive lettering.
begin to read and write simple words
using the sounds we have learned.
Learn a word of the week.




In Maths we will:
 practise reciting numbers to 20
 learn to find the correct number of objects
 order numbers to 20.
 compare numbers to 20
 recognise and begin to talk about 2D and
3D shapes.





begin to use positional language.
start to explore capacity.
begin to look at coins and their value.
match the spoken number to the written
number.



Begin to find 1 more and 1 less

Homework will be sent out on a Friday, please return by the
following Wednesday.

As members of our community we will:
 learn about different celebrations which will be
happening in our community.
 develop the friendships we have created.
 meet new members of staff and learn how we introduce
ourselves.


learn how to stop when we have been
running or moving quickly with
equipment.
learn how to move over,
under and round equipment
with control and confidence.
learn how to control equipment such as
bats and balls.

In Music we will:
 be singing familiar songs and Nursery
Rhymes.
 learn about rhythm and a beat.



learn new songs linked to our topics.
investigate different instruments and
how they are used.

Learn how we behave when we leave the school grounds.

When learning about the world we will:
 learn about religious celebrations which are happening.
 learn about Remembrance Day and why it is important.
 learn about bonfire night, when it happened and what people do on
bonfire night.
 look at the changes between seasons from Autumn to Winter.

In Art and Design we will:




be using different materials to create pictures.
learning how to access the areas independently and how to
change our equipment.
be creating different pieces of art work linked to our topics
using a range of media.

